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VERY YOUNG COMPOSERS
TURNING OBERSERVATION INTO CREATION

Austro-Bohemian Romantic Composer, Gustav Mahler, 1860 — 1911

Part 1: Taking Stock
LESSON BY DANIEL FELSENFELD
New York Philharmonic Teaching Artist

LET’S

START by listening to the opening measures of
Mahler’s Ninth Symphony. Click HERE to g o to a
performance by the New York Philharmonic, conducted by
former Music Director Alan Gilbert. Listen to the first minute.
Listen again and make a catalogue of ten ideas you hear: this
can be the instruments, timbres, a rhythm, a feeling, or
picture in your head.

Find this and more in the NYPHIL ARCHIVES

Type your observations in the box below:
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OUR LESSON: WHEN OBERSERVATION BECOMES CREATION
This is the beginning of an analysis, or a way in
which we composers try to take a stab at
understanding a piece of music. Analysis is as
personal and creative a process as composing
— we do it to help us answer one question
only: what makes it cool (or great, or
fascinating).
funny, or

Part 2: Concept and
Meaning in Music

This is Mahler’s final completed symphony and a lot can be
Now that we have listened a couple times, it is
made of the bookends of both the opening and the closing
time to listen one more time while following the
few minutes — not to mention all the wild
score in order to investigate how the composer
phantasmagorical
notions in between! Skip around the track to the very end and
organized their elements.
take a listen. What feelings, thoughts, and ideas come to you
while listening? There are no right or wrong answers!
Listen while following the score HERE.
Please return to your list on page one to add
any additional observations you had while
following the score.
This is the opening of the piece and, like any
opening, this is a neon moment for a
composer — you often have the listeners’ most
rapt attention. Often the things you hear in this
moment will play out in the remainder of the
movement, if not the whole piece.

For some, the opening might represent a birth, the closing a
death; the opening a waking, the closing drifting off to sleep;
the opening can herald the end of the 19th century and the
finale the beginning of the 20th.

While listening to Mahler 9, take
some time to reflect and write down
your thoughts, feelings, and
impressions in the box below.
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Today’s date:

Student Name:

VERY YOUNG COMPOSERS
WE’VE LISTENED TO MAHLER, NOW ITS TIME TO TAKE INVENTORY OF YOUR OWN IDEAS AND SOUNDS THAT YOU’D LIKE TO CREATE FOR A SHORT PIECE.

Pt. 3 We’ve Taken
Stock: Time to Stock
the Pantry
Now that you’ve listened to Mahler and taken inventory of the sounds,
thoughts, and feelings that came to mind with his Ninth Symphony, you
are going to create a short piece for two drums based on an abstract
idea or concept of your choosing.
STEP ONE:

STEP TWO:

Question: What do you
think the words “abstract
concept” mean? Provide
your answer below:

What is the story, overall mood or
world you would like to create? We will
call this the conceit of the piece.
List those details in the space to the
right ->

STEP 3

An abstract concept is an
idea that has no physical
form - like a feeling,
idea, visual, or storyline
in your head.

Compose your piece below! Print out,
and use the percussion lines below (or
using your own paper) to write
your piece with at least one percussion
part to be played by you. Try to use as
many of your elements as you can, and
think about how they help to portray
your conceit or idea. You do not have
to use all of the ideas you listed, nor do
you have to restrict yourself to them.

Above, please detail your abstract concept or idea that you’d like
to communicate, along with listing all the musical elements you’d
like incorporated in your percussion piece.

Optional: With your parent's permission, feel free to record yourself performing your percussion piece using homemade or found
sound instruments. Submit as an mp4 or mp3 to VYC@nyphil.org ! An example of found sound percussion linked HERE.

PIECE TITLE:
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